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Abstract—The three-dimensional (3D) processing or 3D display plays a great role in the image or visual processing field. But the lack of 3D content is becoming an important problem for the 3D development. The 3D displays provide more realism in visual quality than the 2D displays do. The depth information for the existed 2D contents are not recorded and it is naturally lost when we are taken an image or video using the 2D camera. To solve the 2D to 3D conversion problem first we must extract the depth information from the existing 2D image or video and by using some methods, automatically convert it to 3D. Here a new 2D to 3D conversion method is proposed which is based on two existing segmentation algorithms namely, Seed growing based Graph cut and Random Walk. The Graph cut and Random walk combination produces a result that is better than the result these obtained separately. Also this requires user-defined seed points on the objects and regions in the image and uses this seed information to determine the rest of the depths in the image. After, the rest of the depths are determined, creating depth maps to generate the 3D content. Also region filling is used here to avoid the holes present in the depth map. And this work was to adaptively combine the Graph Cuts and Random Walks algorithms in order to produce good quality depth maps. Then the final depth map is used for Depth Image Based Rendering to generate the 3D views.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stereoscopy, sometimes called stereoscopic imaging, is a technique used to enable a three-dimensional effect. Here depth illusion is added to the flat image. Creating 3D display plays a great role in the image or visual processing field and it is from the existing 2D content. The 2D to 3D conversion gives a sense of realism in the 3D image by adding the artificial depth to the existing 2D content. However, the current accepted method for high quality conversion is a manually labour intensive process, commonly known as rotoscoping. Specifically, two novel views must be generated for each single frame or image, using information from the frame, or some frames before or after the current frame in the case of video, if required. An animator extracts objects from the frame, and manually manipulates them to create the left and right eye views. While producing very convincing results, it is difficult and time consuming, and will inevitably be quite expensive, due to the large requirement of manual operators. This is very prohibitive to all but the largest of studios, and thus makes conversion difficult for smaller studios, amateur film makers, and even consumers. Despite these problems, 2D to 3D Conversion is very important to the stereoscopic post processing process, and should not be dismissed.

Natural stereoscopic filming is an option, but can become difficult and expensive, and converting single-view footage into stereoscopic 3D can become useful in cases where filming directly in 3D is too costly, or difficult. Research into conversion techniques is on-going in order to minimize this labour-intensive process. Most methods focus on the automatic viewpoint to extract depth information from an image or frame. However, even when minimizing the amount of user intervention for faster conversion, these can become extremely difficult to control the results of the conversion. Also, any errors that occur in the process cannot be easily corrected. No provision is in place to correct objects that appear at the wrong depths while converting, and may require extensive pre-processing or post-processing to correct. Therefore, there are advantages to pursuing a user-guided, semi-automatic approach to 2D to 3D conversion.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Three approaches for 2D to 3D conversion are: semiautomatic conversion, automatic conversion and manual conversion. In semiautomatic approach, for a single image or frame, the user simply marks objects and regions in an image. The close and far objects are denoted by lighter and darker intensities respectively. The depth labelling does not need to be accurate; it is just considered as an additional user input data. The end result is that the final depth for the image. In the case of automatic methods, no user interactions are needed and a computer algorithm automatically estimates the depth for a single image or video. Most methods concentrate on automatic methods. But the main problems of automatic methods are, difficult in error detection and correction. It may also require extensive pre/post processing. In the case of manual conversion, an trained person extracts objects from the image and manually manipulates or process them to create the left and right views. While producing good results, it is difficult and time consuming. Also it is very expensive because of the large requirement of manual operators.
In [1], the depth map is generated based on an image classification technique which classifies the image either as outdoor or indoor one. Watershed and random walk [8] preserve sharpness and smoothness. But these can’t be applicable to videos. Guttmann [2] introduce a new method for videos but it requires a large amount of memory and perception of depth in the middle of shot is lost. Bi-directional disparity propagation in [5] overcomes this. The depth map generated in [6] does not have sharp boundaries. In [7], sharpness is there, but the problem is depth values are constant inside the object. In [10], a method is discussed which is only applicable to videos and it must be applied to every video frame separately. In [11], the method is robust and it can be applicable to both images and videos. Here the depth map depends on a combination of two segmentation algorithms. It overcomes the problems in [8] but take more execution time.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The proposed system is mainly based on the two existing segmentation algorithms namely Random walk and Seed growing based Graph cut. The user has the option to provide initial depths and these initial depths are used for estimating the depth of the remaining pixels in the image. The marked image is segmented based on Random Walk segmentation algorithm. Again the same initial marked image is segmented based on Graph cut based seed growing method. The final depth map is the combined output of random walk output and graph cut output. If the final depth map is not an accurate one, then again mark the seeds on the image or in the first frame of video and re-run the algorithm.

![Fig 1: Pipeline of the system](image)

The major modules of the proposed system are:

A. User Labelling

The system allows the user the choice of providing an initial estimate of the depth. That is the system allows, user can marks areas in an image with seed points on what the user think the best depth map should be and use this information to determine the rest of the depths. Also the user marks objects and regions to what he believes close or far from the camera. However, the user labelling need not be accurate, but it has to be perceptually consistent; because these initial depths are used for estimating the depth of the rest of the pixels in the image.

B. Graph Cut Segmentation

The Graph Cut automatic segmentation algorithm is a hard segmentation algorithm. The algorithm only creates result with depths/labels provided by user in the user labelling stage. Here the segmentation problem is making the depth maps for images and videos. Specifically, making the depth map is a multi-label segmentation problem.

As depth map generation can be considered as a multi-label classification problem, but Graph Cuts is actually a binary classification problem. Therefore, each unique user-defined depth value is assigned an integer label. Then a binary segmentation is performed separately for each label, i.e., the user-defined labels having the user-defined label are considered as foreground and the other portion of the image as background.

Graph Cuts is run for a total of N times, where N represents the total number of unique depths, once for each label. Each time a binary classification is performed for each label or depth. Based on the spatial distance between each seed points with all other pixels and also the intensity difference of each seed points with all other pixels, a weight matrix is created. The weight matrix shows the affinity of a seed point towards all other pixels. Each pixel is assigned with the label of the seed point which has more affinity towards the pixel. If a pixel was only assigned to one label, then that is the label it is assigned. However, if a pixel was assigned multiple labels, assign the label of the seed point to which the pixel
has most affinity. The pixels having similar labels are grouped to form a cluster. This way by seed growing the seed points each segment will be generated.

The only thing to be noted in the graph cut segmentation is, it is a binary segmentation algorithm. So to convert it to multi-label, each unique user-defined label is given an integer label. Then binary segmentation is performed for each user-defined label. In some cases, even this will not always result in every pixel being classified, but region filling methods can be used to correct this.

C. Hole Filling

A hole is defined as an area of dark pixels surrounded by lighter pixels, in the case of gray scale images. The depth map is a gray scale map where the intensity represents depth. In certain cases, there are a number of holes present in the depth map output of graph cut. Holes are created in depth maps because of local intensity variations. The holes with area less than a previously specified threshold are marked as imperfections and are filled. Small non joint clusters in a segment are marked as noise and are removed from each segment.

D. Random Walk

Random Walk is a soft segmentation algorithm. It will start at some label, visiting all of the unlabelled nodes in the image and finds the similar ones. The walker is biased by the edge weights inorder to visit similar nodes than dissimilar ones. For the purpose of image segmentation, the goal is to classify every pixel in an image to belong to one of K possible labels.

Random Walks determine the probability of each pixel belonging to one of these labels, and the label that the pixel gets classified as is the one with the highest probability. This is performed by solving the combinatorial Dirichlet problem. i.e, the problem of finding the random walk probability has the same solution as the combinatorial Dirichlet problem which is the problem of finding a harmonic function subject to its boundary values.

Choosing the proper edge weighting is important. The edge weighting determines how similar, or dissimilar, two pixels are. The Euclidean distance represented how different two pixels were from one another. A Euclidean distance of zero indicates that the two nodes are identical while a great distance implies the two pixels are completely dissimilar. Consider some distance function, say \(d(i,j)\). Distance has the convenient property of being zero when two objects are "close together" (the same) and being very large when they two objects are "far apart" (very different). For pixels, these objects would be the colour vector, \(C_i\). The distance function is written as

\[d(i, j) = II (C_i - C_j)\]

works very well in most cases, where \(II\) is the Euclidean norm.

However, the expression shows a similarity measure. Therefore, the weighting should describe similarity, not dissimilarity. The inverse of the distance cannot be used because the result will be infinity if the two data points are the same and therefore it results in computational problems. Grady’s choice of a weighting function is

\[G_{ij} = \exp(\beta d(i, j))\]

The value of \(\beta\) is taken as 90. The two matrices, \(G_u\) and \(G_s\), can be considered as "sub-adjacency matrices". The graph connections all of the neighbors that are unknown \((G_u)\) and all of the neighbors that are seeds \((G_s)\). The complete adjacency matrix is \(G = G_u + G_s\). The matrix \(GE\) is the degree matrix of \(G\). Each element along the main diagonal of \(GE\) is the sum of all of the edge weights connected to that particular node. The final form of the Random Walker algorithm so that

\[(GE - G_u)v = G_{ss}\]

where \(L = GE - G_u\) is a Laplacian matrix and \(b = G_{ss}\) is the boundary vector. Since it is not necessary to solve for the already known nodes, the final solution to system is simply

\[v = L^{-1}b\]

Thus the probabilities for the unknown pixels are identified. Then this probability is directly used as the depths.

E. Object Tracking in Video

In the proposed system object present in the frames are tracked by the optical flow method (Iterative Pyramid Lucas-Kanade method). Iterative Pyramid Lucas-Kanade method is a differential method for optical flow estimation. There is some assumption to consider when using this object tracking method.

- Neighbouring pixels of the pixel under consideration have similar motion or constant flow
- Displacement of the image contents or the pixel intensities of an object between two nearby frames is small

Let I, J be two, 2D (two dimensional) grayscale images. And Let \(x1 = (x, y)\) be a pixel location in image plane. Then, \(I(x1) = I(x, y)\) and \(J(x1) = J(x, y)\) The image \(I(x1)\) will be referred to as the first image and \(J(x1)\) as the second image. Let upper left corner pixel coordinate vector is \((0, 0)\). The nx and ny be the width and height of the images respectively.

The lower right pixel coordinate vector is \((nx, ny)\). Consider a specific image point \(u = (ux, uy)\) on the first image \(I\). The goal of feature tracking is to find the location \(v = u + d\), on the second image \(J\), such that \(I(u)\) and \(J(v)\) are almost equal. If they are not similar find the updated velocity and apply it to the first image upto they are similar. In certain cases, it needs a number of velocity updating and similarity comparisons. So in the proposed system a threshold for the iteration is specified. Again once the tracking between two frames was over, then the current second frame become first, i.e, \(J(v)\) become \(I(u)\) and third frame become \(J(v)\) and so on. This process will continue on each specified pyramid level.
F. \textit{α Parameter Estimation}

\( \alpha \) is a scaling factor which determines how much effect the Graph Cuts result has on the final depth map. In the earlier work, this weighing scheme was static, and was manually determined depending on the image that was used by some methods and guesses. To overcome this situation, in this work, the system determines the weight of graph cut adaptively using edge information from the image. The objective is to allow the Graph Cuts result to dominate in areas of strong edges due to its edge preserving properties, while suppressing the depth map everywhere else. To do this, apply a Sobel edge detector to the grayscale counterpart of the image, and \( \alpha \) is generated for each set pixel using the following formula:

\[
\alpha = \text{static}\text{-}\alpha + (\text{normalized}\text{-}\text{contrast}\text{-}\text{measure} \times \text{dynamic}\text{-}\alpha)
\]

\( \alpha \) will be high for high contrast regions like edges and \( \alpha \) will be low for low contrast regions like surfaces. i.e, if the input image contains more surface areas then the high preferences is given to random walk. This is done adaptively decreasing the alpha value for graph cut.

G. \textit{Depth Map Generation}

The user gives the initial depth estimate, providing a rough sketch of the overall depth in the scene. To merge the two depth maps together to achieve greater accuracy, a depth map of graph cut is created. Graph Cuts depth map should help in maintaining the strong boundaries in the Random Walks depth map. Before merge the two depth maps together, modify the depth map of graph cut or adaptively set its priority or importance. The depth map for Graph Cuts is in the integer range of \([1, N]\) based on the number of user defined labels. Both depth maps correspond to each other, but one needs to be transformed into the other then only one can merge these two. The goal is to transform the integer labelling into a compatible labelling for Random Walks. This can be done by performing each labelling by graph cut, within the range of \([0,1]\) for Random Walks. When Graph Cuts has completed, this one is used to map back to the continuous range. To finally merge the two depth maps together, use the following equation.

\[
\text{depthmap} = \alpha \times \text{(Output of Graphcut)} + (1 - \alpha) \times \text{(Output of Random Walk)}
\]

H. \textit{Stereo Rendering}

Most commonly the original 2D image or the input image is treated as the centre image. Here also the original image is used as one eye’s image and so to generate the other eye’s image the conversion cost is less. During stereo generation, pixels of the original image are shifted to the left to generate the other eye’s image. Reconstruction and painting of any uncovered areas in the 3D image are not filled by the stereo generator.

\textbf{Algorithm Steps}

1. Select an image.
2. Mark depth labels by user.
3. Local contrast estimation on input image.
   (a) Set high for RW low contrast region
   (b) Set high for GC high contrast region
4. Perform seed growing GC on the input image
   (a) Generates a weight matrix which shows the affinity of a seed point towards all other pixels
   (b) Weight combines both the similarity measure in intensity and spatial distance between two points
   (c) Each pixel is assigned with the label of the seed point which has more affinity towards the pixel
   (d) Each segment is then assigned with the weight of the corresponding label
5. Apply Hole Filling on graph cut output
   (a) Specify a threshold
(b) Holes with area less than a threshold are marked as imperfections and are filled

6. Perform random walk on input image
   (a) Allocate region seeds for each region
   (b) Generate weights based on image intensities
   (c) Build laplacian matrix
   (d) Calculate the probability for each label
   (e) Each pixel is assigned with the label which has the highest probability

7. Generate final depth map
   (a) Combine output of GC ad RW
      \[ \text{depthmap} = \alpha \ast (\text{OutputofGraphcut}) + (1 - \alpha) \ast (\text{OutputofRandomWalk}) \]

8. 3D Rendering.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

\( \alpha \) is a scaling factor which determines how much effect the Graph Cuts result has on the weighting. In the previous works, this weight was static, and was empirically determined depending on the image that was used. To circumvent this situation, in this work, here determine \( \alpha \) adaptively using edge information from the image. The objective is to allow the Graph Cuts result to dominate in areas of strong edges due to its edge preserving properties, while suppressing the depth map everywhere else. The resulting depth map with static alpha value of 0.5 and the depth map with dynamic alpha and the difference between these two in the figure are shown below.

![Fig 3](image)

Fig 3: (a) depth map with static alpha value of 0.5 (b) depth map with dynamic alpha (c) difference between these two

The overall time taken to convert the images is dependent on the complexity of the scene, the size of the image, and the number of user-defined labels placed. In the proposed system, as the labelling count increases, the execution time also increases. On average, it takes between 30 seconds to 1 minute for labelling, while roughly a couple of seconds to generate the depth map. The accuracy depends on the labelling count. The accuracy of the system increases with labelling count.

![Fig 4](image)

Fig 4: Relationship between time and labelling

V. CONCLUSIONS

A single solution to convert the 2D images or videos to 3D does not exist. The conversion problem is yet a research area. Here presented a semi-automatic method for obtaining depth maps to convert a 2D image and video into stereoscopic 3D. A semi automated algorithm is preferable to an automated one as we can directly control the perceived depth for objects in the scene. Also here combined two existing segmentation algorithms namely Graph cut and Random Walk in a novel way to produce stereoscopic image pairs. Also used a hole filling method to correct the holes present in the depth map. The goal of this work was to adaptively combine the Seed growing based Graph Cuts and Random Walks algorithms in order to produce good quality depth maps. Sometimes the user must rerun the algorithm with new strokes on the image, to get a good quality depth map.
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